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Abstract. Organizations are often confronted with the task to identify
differences and commonalities between process models but also between
the instance traffic that presents how instances have progressed through
the model. The use cases range from comparison of process variants in
order to identify redundancies and inconsistencies between them to the
analysis of instance traffic for the (re)design of models. Visualizations
can support users in their analysis tasks, e.g., to see if and how the
models and their instance traffic have changed. In this paper we present
a visualization approach to highlight the differences and commonalities
between two models and – if available – their instance traffic.
Keywords: Visualization, Control Flow Analysis
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Introduction

In the last years, the interest to develop approaches in order to support users
in analyzing process models and their instances with regard to their differences
and commonalities has increased. This could be partly caused by the need to
manage the increasing number of process models and their instances that can
accumulate in organizations over the years (cf. [12]). Therefore different ways to
compare process models have been developed. One way is the use of similarity
checks (see, e.g., [8, 17]) for checking commonalities. Another way is to check
explicitly for the differences between the process models (e.g., [7]).
According to van der Aalst [2], there exist only a few techniques (e.g., [1, 9,
11]) for detecting differences in process models, but because of the importance it
needs more attention. For example, in addition to the analysis of process models,
it is also of interest to find techniques to analyze the instance traffic (based on the
executable logs or simulation data) that reflects how instances have progressed
through the model in order to, e.g., see the distribution of instances over the
different paths through the process model. Understanding the flow of instances

helps to distinguish well-designed models from models that require modifications
(e.g., to identify redundant paths because of changed conditions). Furthermore,
the analysis of the differences between the instance traffic helps to identify trends
across multiple process instances or time periods. Moreover, it allows to see if
and how the traffic has changed, e.g., to detect more or less visited paths or
to follow the consequences of changes in process models with respect to the
execution of instances.
In this paper we present a visualization approach to highlight the difference
information between process models and – if available – between the instance
traffic in a single graph. The differences between the two input models and their
instance traffic are visualized as difference model that merges the two input models in such a way that it allows users to visually see differences and commonalities
between the two models. With the presented visualization approach, users have
the possibility to analyze two models and their instance traffic to support the
following tasks: 1) comparison of two process models, 2) comparison of instance
traffic between two process models and 3) comparison of instance traffic of one
model at different points in time.
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Related Work

Comparing artifacts in order to detect their differences plays an important role
in many application domains. For example, detecting differences in models is
an essential operation in software development including version and change
management, software evolution etc. in order to find problems or to detect discrepancies between the models (see, e.g., [3, 13, 14, 16]). Especially for business
processes, delta analysis is used in order to compare the differences between two
models. For example, various approaches were developed that use delta analysis to compare predefined process models with discovered models derived from
event logs (e.g., [1, 9, 11]).
For the representation of differences, color-coding is often used to highlight
which nodes and edges were added or removed from a graph (see, e.g., [5, 6, 10,
13, 14]). In contrast, Andrews et al. [4] use color-coding in such a way that each
of the two input models is associated with a single color. The difference model
is a superposition of the two input models in order to highlight differences and
commonalities between both models. The coloring of the nodes in the calculated
difference model depicts in which input model the node is present. If a node
is present in both input models the node is two colored. In contrast to our
approach, their approach requires to specify node similarities a priori before the
difference model can be calculated.
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Basic Concepts

In this paper, we focus on a visualization concept for directed connected graphs
in order to provide a basis for existing business process modeling and execution notations such as Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), UML Activity Dia-

grams, and the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). For special concepts of certain languages corresponding extensions might become necessary. At
this point we should also emphasize that we are looking at the processes from
the control flow perspective.
3.1

Difference Model

We define a process model as a directed connected graph P M = (N, E ⊆ N ×N ),
where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of directed control edges. Each node
n ∈ N is described by a 3-tuple (id, l, t) where id is a unique identifier, l is
the label and t is the type of the node. Different business modeling languages
like BPMN or EPC distinguish between different types of nodes. For example,
BPMN differentiates between activity nodes, event nodes, and gateway nodes
for the control flow graph. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the following
discussion to activity and gateway nodes.
A process model contains one start node and one end node. Nodes are connected in such a way that each node is on a path from the start point to the end
point. The start node has no incoming edge and the end node has no outgoing
edge. Let P M1 = (N1 , E1 ) and P M2 = (N2 , E2 ) be the two process model to be
compared, then the difference model 1 can be defined as
DM = P M2 − P M1 := (Nd , Ed , MNd , MEd ) =
= (N2 ∪ N1 , E2 ∪ E1 , MNd , MEd )
where MNd and MEd describe
MNd : Nd 7→ {−1, 0, 1} and MEd
marking is determined as follows:


0,
mn = 1,


−1,

(1)

the node and edge markings of DM with
: Ed 7→ {−1, 0, 1}. For a node n ∈ Nd its

if n ∈ N1 ∧ n ∈ N2 .
if n ∈ N2 ∧ n ∈
/ N1 .
otherwise.

The same applies for the marking of a control edge e ∈ Ed :


if e ∈ E1 ∧ e ∈ E2 .
0,
me = 1,
if e ∈ E2 ∧ e ∈
/ E1 .


−1, otherwise.

(2)

(3)

The markings are used to distinguish between add and delete change operations. The markings also indirectly cover some other change operations like
move (moving a node will remove it from the old location and add it at a new
location in the model), but currently we do not account for them explicitly in
the visualization.
1

Mathematically, this can be considered as merging P M1 and P M2 . However, with
the term difference model we want to emphasize that the merged model reflects the
differences between P M1 and P M2 .

Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the instance traffic for P M1 with k1 = 10 and P M2
with k2 = 10 and the relative traffic for DM with its corresponding marking information.

3.2

Instance Traffic

If the control flow of process instances – either on the same process model or
two different process models – should be compared the above concept can be extended by considering how often control edges have been executed by individual
instances (in the following referred to as instance traffic) to observe the distribution of instances over the different paths through the process model. For a given
process model P M = (N, E) with a set of instances I, |I| = k executed on P M ,
the instance traffic t(e)P M for a control edge e ∈ E is given by the number of
instances which passed e during the execution. Please note that t(e)P M can be
greater than k if there are loops in P M which may cause an instance to pass e
several times.
However, when comparing two sets of instances I1 executed on P M1 and I2
executed on P M2 usually |I1 | =
6 |I2 | will be different. Calculating the difference
directly from the traffic values of the individual process models would therefore
skew the result in favor of one of the two process models being compared. We
therefore equalize the traffic by weighting the traffic of P M2 with δ = k1 /k2 .
The relative traffic t̃(e)DM of e ∈ Ed in the difference model DM is then given
by
t̃(e)DM = δt(e)P M2 − t(e)P M1

(4)

where t(e)P M1 = 0 if e ∈
/ E1 , t(e)P M2 = 0 if e ∈
/ E2 .
To illustrate these concepts the example in Figure 1 shows the instance traffic
for two input models and the relative traffic in the corresponding difference model
(k = 10 for both input models) with the corresponding marking information. The
node S is the start point and the node E is the end point. In this example, the
difference between P M1 and P M2 is the node c and the edges from b to c, c to
gateway node x, and b to x. The instance traffic in P M1 shows that the instances
split into two halves after the XOR split (presented by the gateway node x), but

Table 1. Description of the visual elements which can occur in the difference model.
Meaning

Short Description

Representation of Activities/Gateways/Edges
No Change
Black is used to highlight all nodes n ∈ Nd where
the marking mn = 0. The same applies for an edge
e ∈ Ed with me = 0.
Only in P M2
Green is used to present all n ∈ Nd where mn = 1.
The same applies for an edge e ∈ Ed with me = 1.
Only in P M1
Gray is used to visualize all n ∈ Nd where mn = −1.
The same applies for an edge e ∈ Ed with me = −1.
Representation of Instance Traffic between Activities/Gateways
No Change
Blue is used to present the instance traffic between
nodes if the traffic t(e)P M1 = δt(e)P M2 of e ∈ Ed .
Increased Traffic
Green is used if the traffic δt(e)P M2 > t(e)P M1 of
e ∈ Ed .
Increased Traffic
Light green is used if the traffic δt(e)P M2 > 0 ∧
(New Edge)
e ∈ E2 ∧ e ∈
/ E1 to highlight that the instance
traffic increased due to the addition of e.
Decreased Traffic
Red is used to highlight the instance traffic if the
traffic δt(e)P M2 < t(e)P M1 of e ∈ Ed .
Decreased Traffic
Orange is used if the traffic t(e)P M1 > 0 ∧ e ∈ E1
(Removed Edge)
∧e∈
/ E2 to highlight that instance traffic decreased
due to the removal of e.

in P M2 all instances go across b. The difference model DM allows to observe
these changes of the instance traffic between P M1 and P M2 in a single graph.
For instance, the relative traffic in the difference model shows that the traffic
has decreased for the path via a and increased for the path x→b→x.
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Visualization Design and Implementation

For the visualization of the two input models and the difference model, we
use a node-link representation. For the left-to-right arrangement of the nodes
a Sugiyama-style layouter [15] is used. Activities are displayed as rectangular
nodes and gateways as diamond shaped nodes. Color-coding is used to highlight
the changes between the process models and between their instance traffic (cf.
Table 1).
The thickness d of an arrow depicting the instance traffic in an input model
along edge e is given by ∆d · t(e)P M where ∆d is a user-changeable parameter.
However, in case of the difference model we have to take care of the special
case that t̃(e)DM = 0 due to the adjusted instance traffic being equal in both
input models. To be able to distinguish this case (and to highlight this fact in
the visualization) from the case where the difference is zero because no traffic

Fig. 2. Interface of the prototype. The two input models are shown on the top and the
difference model at the bottom.

occurred along e in P M1 as well as P M2 , the thickness in the difference model
is given by
(
dmin
if t(e)P M1 = δt(e)P M2
d=
(5)
∆d · t̃(e)DM otherwise.
As proof of concept, we implemented a C# prototype (see Figure 2) which
allows the user to load two process models that should be compared in .xml format. Multiple views are used to present the two input models and their difference
model at the same time. Furthermore, users have the possibility to simulate the
execution of a certain number of instances on a process model. If instances are
simulated, this information is automatically considered when calculating the difference model. Options for filtering allow the user to hide or show the different
types of edges (e.g., only showing edges which have been added or removed).
This can be useful to reduce visual clutter especially for larger process models.
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Use Case

Organizations are often confronted with the need to adapt their business process to react to new or changed environmental conditions (e.g., requirements of
customers changed). The comparison of the different process versions and their
instance traffic helps to analyze the impact of such changes. For example, the
process model in Figure 3 on the right side shows that only the lower path of

Fig. 3. Use Case: Comparison of instance traffic between two process versions.

the process was executed whereas the upper path was never executed. A simulation of the changed process model shows the new distribution of instances over
the different paths (cf. Figure 3, left side). The difference model highlights how
the instance traffic changed between the two process versions. For example, the
instance traffic increased for the upper path but decreased for the lower one.
A reason is that the path with the increased instance traffic, has never been
executed in the old version. The decreased instance traffic was caused by a different distribution of instances. A reason could be that some of the activities
may not be well-suited for the adapted process model anymore. The difference
visualization of instance traffic makes the effects of the changes visible and can
support users in their design decisions (e.g., if a redesign of the process model is
necessary or not).

6

Conclusion

The interest to develop approaches for the identification of differences and commonalities between process models and instances has increased in the last years.
In this paper we presented a visualization approach with the goal to highlight
differences but also commonalities to support the following tasks: comparison
of two process models, the comparison of instance traffic between two process
models and the comparison of instance traffic of one model at different points in
time.
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